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Abstract 

Enterprise product, in our case either an embedded system or a software application, 

development is a complex task, which require model approaches and multiple diverse software 

tools to be linked together in a tool-chain to support the development process. Individual tools in 

the tool-chain maintains an incomplete picture of the development process. Data integration is 

necessary between these various tools in order to have a unified, consistent view of the whole 

development process. Information integration between these tools is a challenging task due to 

heterogeneity of these tools. Linked data is a promising approach for tool and data integration, 

where tools are integrated at data level in a tool-chain. Linked data is an architectural style to 

integrate and require more definitions and specifications to capture relationships between data. 

In our case, data of tools are described and shared using OSLC specifications. While such an 

approach has been widely researched for tool integration, but none covers the aspect of using 

such a distributed approach for lifecycle data integration, management and search. In this thesis 

work, we investigated the use of linked data approach to lifecycle data integration. The outcome 

is a prototype tool-chain architecture for lifecycle data integration, which can support data 

intensive queries that require information from various data sources in the tool-chain. The 

report takes Scania´s data integration needs as a case study for the investigation and presents 

various insights gained during the prototype implementation. Furthermore, the report also 

presents the key benefits of using a linked data approach for data integration in an enterprise 

environment. Based on encouraging test results for our prototype, the architecture presented in 

this report can be seen as a probable solution to lifecycle data integration for the OSLC tool - 

chain. 
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Sammanfattning 

Företagets produkt, i vårt fall antingen ett inbyggt system eller ett program, är utvecklingen en 

komplicerad uppgift, som kräver modell metoder och flera skiftande programverktyg som ska 

kopplas samman i en verktygskedja för att stödja utvecklingsprocessen. Enskilda verktyg i 

verktygskedjan bibehåller en ofullständig bild av utvecklingsprocessen. Dataintegration är 

nödvändigt mellan dessa olika verktyg för att få en enhetlig och konsekvent syn på hela 

utvecklingsprocessen. Informationsintegration mellan dessa verktyg är en utmanande uppgift på 

grund av heterogenitet av dessa verktyg. Kopplad data är en lovande strategi för verktygs-och 

dataintegration, där verktyg är integrerade på datanivå i en verktygskedja. Kopplade uppgifter är 

en arkitektonisk stil att integrera och kräver fler definitioner och specifikationer för att fånga 

relationer mellan data. I vårt fall är data av verktyg beskrivna och delad med hjälp av OSLC 

specifikationer. Medan ett sådant tillvägagångssätt har i stor utsträckning forskats på för 

integrationsverktyg, men ingen täcker aspekten att använda en sådan distribuerad strategi för 

livscykeldataintegration, hantering och sökning. I detta examensarbete, undersökte vi 

användning av länkad data strategi för livscykeldataintegration. Resultatet är en prototyp av 

verktygskedjans arkitektur för livscykeldataintegration, som kan stödja dataintensiva frågor som 

kräver information från olika datakällor i verktygskedjan. Rapporten tar Scanias 

dataintegrationsbehov som en fallstudie för utredning och presenterar olika insikter under 

genomförandet av prototypen. Vidare presenterar rapporten också de viktigaste fördelarna med 

att använda en länkad-data-strategi för dataintegration i en företagsmiljö. Baserat på positiva 

testresultat för vår prototyp, kan arkitekturen presenteras i denna rapport ses som en trolig 

lösning för livscykeldataintegration för OSLC verktyg - kedja.  
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1. Introduction  
The thesis work was performed at Scania AB at their headquarters in Södertälje, Sweden as part 

of ongoing research project ESPRESSO [1]. The overall goal of the ESPRESSO is to develop and 

adapt model-based techniques that improve the quality and reduce costs for development of 

embedded systems in trucks, and especially safety critical systems. This chapter describes the 

specific problem that this thesis addresses, the context of the problem, research gap, aim of the 

study and outline of the report. 

1.1 Overview  
The adoption of embedded technology in automotive industry has increased many folds in recent 

years [2]. Scania uses multiple embedded systems inside a truck to provide various user 

functions. The development efforts for these embedded systems are often multidisciplinary 

which leads to many stakeholders and the use of large diversity of engineering tools [3]. In the 

context of this study, our focus is on information integration among these various tools in the 

domain of Application [4] or Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) [5]. The information 

integration among these various lifecycle tools is necessary to have a consistent, unified view of 

the data aggregated from multiple lifecycle tools [6]. Such a consistent, unified view enables 

anyone within the organization to search for specific information [6].  

Data integration among these various tools is a challenging task due to heterogeneous data 

models and schemas of the individual tool database [6]. The traditional data integration 

solutions (such as data warehousing, master data management, XML, mediator-based 

approaches, etc.) do not solve the data integration challenges completely as they are tightly 

coupled and lacks semantics, resulting is a solution which do not scale up [6].  

Linked data is a promising approach for integrating lifecycle data from various ALM or PLM 

tools [7] [8]. The approach is promoted as a data integration solution in the ESPRESSO to 

support lifecycle data integration for providing a unified, consistent view of the whole 

development process and to ensure data is consistent and traceable across the development 

lifecycle. The linked data approach provides an architectural style for data integration for ALM 

or PLM tools which is distributed, minimalist and loosely coupled where tools are integrated at 

data level in a tool-chain [9]. The information is integrated by defining relationships or links 

among these tools for example a resource in a Requirement Management tool is linked with a 

test case, which is a resource in Test Management [9].  

Linked data is defined by Tim Berners-Lee four rules [10], which are also the underlying rules for 

the functioning of “Semantic Web”. The Tim Berners-Lee principles provide an architecture style 

to information integration, but in order to describe data of the tools and capture relationships 

between them we need more definitions and specifications. Open Services for Lifecycle 

Collaboration (OSLC) [11] fills this gap, it is an open community with an objective to layout best 

practices and specifications for using the linked data approach to tool and data integration of 

ALM or PLM tools. Various research efforts [12]–[15] in recent years have been conducted to 

evaluate the use of OSLC standard to ALM or PLM tools integration. But none of the research 

covers the aspect of using such a distributed approach for lifecycle data integration, management 

and search.   

                            

1.2 The problem statement  
The primary purpose of any enterprise is to deliver services or products. Enterprise product 

(such as embedded system, application, etc.) development is not anymore a process which 

involves few system developers or disconnected engineering tools. The product development is 
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complex, which require a model approach (such as V  model or agile, etc.) and multiple 

integrated engineering tools to manage product development at each stage of the lifecycle [16]. 

Data integration between various heterogeneous tools (i.e. Information systems) in an 

enterprise, in general, have been widely researched in the last decades. Enterprise data must be 

integrated with low cost and in short time intervals to meet the current need of a dynamic 

enterprise [7]. Linked data approach for integrating enterprise data is a widely popular approach 

to address these needs [7]. In practice, in order to introduce any new data integration solution in 

an enterprise environment is often not simple [7] due to legacy infrastructure already in use for 

enterprise business critical activities. So it is important to investigate the use of linked data 

approach to data integration in an enterprise environment. With the above context and 

understanding in mind, we have formulated two research questions: 

1) In the context of large enterprise, what constitutes the data integration architecture for 

integrating lifecycle data of the OSLC tool chain? 

  

2) How can such a data integration architecture be implemented?   

1.3 Purpose 
In this thesis project, we will investigate the use of the linked data approach to data integration 

when performing cross-domain, data intensive queries that require information from various 

data sources in the tool-chain. The focus will be to investigate lifecycle data integration of the 

OSLC tool-chain. Tool-chain formed by integrating tools using OSLC specifications [17] is called 

OSLC tool-chain. 

1.4 Goal  
The objective of this thesis project is to develop a prototype tool-chain architecture for lifecycle 

data integration based on OSLC standard, to validate the use of linked data approach for data 

integration in Scania. The prototype should provide data consistency and traceability across the 

tool-chain with the capability to perform cross-domain, data intensive computations which 

require information from multiple ALM or PLM tools in the tool-chain.  

1.5 Method  
The general method in this thesis project is an experimental research method. As stated by the 

author in [18] “experimental research method studies causes and effect”. Such a method fits well 

for our need in this thesis project, since we are evaluating a prototype data integration 

architecture for lifecycle data integration with the capability to perform cross-domain queries. 

The thesis was carried out from January - 2015 to June - 2015 at Scania Research & 

Development. This thesis project is broadly divided into three phases: pre-implementation, 

implementation and post implementation. The first phase starts with a literature study and 

identifying the user’s data integration need. The objective of this phase is to identify the 

integration scenario the prototype will support, which means identifying the integration scope 

and the tools involved. The research method used to accomplish this objective is a case study, 

which is the study of contemporary phenomena within a real-life context or setting [18]. The 

initial integration architecture is also designed in this phase, based on the identified integration 

need.  

The objective of the second phase, is to implement the prototype data integration architecture. 

An iterative and incremental development approach [19] is used to develop the prototype. Such 

a development approach allows software development in repeated cycles, with adding more 

functionalities at each step [20]. The scalability, modularization and performance are important 
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requirements when designing the architectural model of the implemented software components 

to facilitate data integration for the OSLC tool-chain. The objective of the third phase is to test 

the developed prototype to validate the tool-chain architecture for data integration. This includes 

designing the tests, collecting results and analyzing them.   

 

1.6 Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability  
The project findings will specifically benefit the ESPRESSO project, which is currently designing 

recommendations for an integrated Engineering Information Platform (EIP) necessary to 

manage complex Electrical/Electronics (E/E) system development and meet ISO 26262 

functional safety standard. In general, the project findings will benefit the research community 

by providing insights for the linked data approach to information integration. In particular, 

enterprises considering adopting OSLC standard for lifecycle data integration can particularly 

benefit from this research.   

The software components developed during the thesis project and Scania business critical 

information is not part of the report due to non-disclosure agreement. Any shared information, 

conclusions and results are solely intended for research purposes and is writer’s opinions, which 

do not represent Scania in any way.  

Another important point to keep in mind is the global climate-change situation, where 

companies are struggling to keep the storage hardware and energy consumption at a minimum. 

The linked data approach to data integration is not just a cost effective solution for information 

systems integration, but also reduces the use of storage hardware by reducing consumption of 

expensive middleware (such as in case of mediator-based approaches, data warehousing, etc.) 

and avoiding data duplication. Thus reducing the overall energy consumption and usage of 

hardware equipment. Also currently, in large enterprises, most of the data (such as requirements 

specifications, enterprise vocabulary, product manuals, etc.) are still available in document 

format, and require a human to update (such as adding meta-data, change request, etc.) the 

available information. The linked data solution provides the capability to automate the process 

of information manipulation (such as data enrichment, data integration, etc.) where the 

machines can manipulate with data. Thus providing a sustainable solution for information 

management for the future.  

The thesis project has certain limitations. Foremost is the scalability of the developed prototype, 

since the prototype is developed for a specific integration scenario involving few tools and must 

be investigated for large-scale deployment. Secondly, the context of research is Scania specific 

and generalizing the results for other scenarios or domains must be investigated. Furthermore, 

this research does not cover a quantitative performance evaluation of the developed prototype 

tool-chain architecture for data integration.    

 

1.7 Outline  
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. First, we cover the theoretical background 

in Chapter 2, followed by Chapter 3 in which we will describe OSLC core and the enabling 

technologies for data integration. Chapter 4 discusses related work for this thesis project. In 

Chapter 5 we will describe the integration scenario, which our prototype will support, followed 

by the prototype implementation details in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 will present the test result of the 

implemented prototype followed by discussion of results in Chapter 8. The conclusions and 

future work are presented in Chapter 9. 
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2. Theoretical Background  
In the early days, the embedded system developers did not have to be very conscious about the 

development process because the functional requirements of systems comprised of software 

were relatively small and simple. The development process was depending highly on the 

opinions, thoughts, and decisions of the system developers in charge. This way of developing and 

maintaining systems was possible only as long as the system complexity was low, and there were 

no safety requirements. Over the past few years, the development process in the embedded 

industry has lately become increasingly large-scaled and complex in order to meet ever-growing 

functional needs of these systems. Due to this recent expansion in scale, numerous challenges 

have come to surface regarding these systems. And in order to tackle these emerging challenges 

more and more efforts is given now to improve the development process for embedded software 

[21]. Today an embedded system is perceived as a product with embedded software [21].  

2.1 Software Development Lifecycle Models 
Development process or lifecycle for any software requires a guiding framework to configure, 

outline, and monitor the progress of the development along all the stages of the lifecycle. Though 

there are key components which are necessary in all of these frameworks (for ex. Segmentation 

of the development process into phases, etc.), these frameworks still employ various methods 

depending on each software needs for development. These varieties of frameworks based on the 

methods employed in software system development are called lifecycle models or models of 

software system development lifecycle [16]. Some of the most commonly used lifecycle models 

for SDLC1 are the waterfall and V shaped lifecycle model [16].  

Historically the waterfall model was most famous in early 1990s, but suffered setbacks as it is not 

very flexible towards changes in software requirements [16]. The original waterfall model is 

greatly simplified concept of SDLC, viewing each stage as a single moment as shown in Figure 1. 

The V model is considered as an extension of waterfall model and emphasize on the connection 

between development and respective testing phase during the development lifecycle. The name 

“V” is due to phases design in V shaped as shown in Figure 2. The initial phases are similar to the 

waterfall model linear model, from requirement analysis to coding. However, instead of 

continuing in a linear way downward, there is parallel structure that moves upward from coding 

stage, which give a touch of iteration in the development and testing phases [16]. V model is 

mostly used for large projects and in larger organizations, as it requires a great deal of resources. 

The key advantage over a waterfall model is that it addresses errors shortly after they are 

identified. There are numerous other SDLC models and frameworks such as an incremental 

lifecycle model, spiral lifecycle model or agile lifecycle model. The decision of selecting a 

particular lifecycle model highly depends on the requirements of the software [16].   

 

Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) 

The ALM is the marriage of business management to software engineering. While both ALM and 

SDLC cover the development lifecycle of an application, ALM is quite different from SDLC. ALM 

is continuous supervision of a software application throughout the development lifecycle from its 

initial idea to application maintenance, retirement and everything in between [4]. In the context 

of ALM, retirement of a software application employs when the application is not useful any 

longer in the business. Author in [4] divided ALM into three distinct areas: governance, 

                                                           
1 Software development Process or lifecycle (SDLC) is defined as set of steps, that a software program goes 
through when developed [21]. 
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development, and operations as shown in Figure 3. It can be clearly seen that SDLC is related to 

development phase in the ALM, so in other words ALM is considered as a superset, one that 

should include one or more SDLCs. As shown in Figure 3, the operations phase becomes active 

shortly before deployment or the launch of the software application, with governance phase been 

executed from start till the end.         

 

Figure 1 - Waterfall Lifecycle Model [16] 

 

 

Figure 2 - V Lifecycle Model [16] 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)  

PLM is defined as a process of managing the entire lifecycle of a product. PLM involves 

supervision of every phase of the product lifecycle from its conception, through design and 

manufacture, to service and disposal [5]. ALM is all about the lifecycle of a software application, 

and can be regarded as a subset of PLM. PLM is a concept, which is widely popular in production 

industries such as in automotive, health, and other Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), 

in which manufactured products are not only comprised of software, but also consists of 

hardware and mechanical units.         
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Figure 3 - ALM three aspects: Governance, Development and Operations [4] 

2.2 Definition of term Tool  
In the context of this thesis, we define tool as being software, which create, analyze, modifies, 

debug, maintains or supports extension of functionalities of other programs, applications or 

systems. A tool chain is defined as a set of tools used to perform a complex task [22] i.e. for the 

context of this thesis, this complex task is the development or maintenance of an application or 

system. The name “chain” exists to emphasize on the fact that the set of diverse tools is linked 

together to exchange data and cooperate in performing the complex task.   

2.3 Tool Integration  
The first attempt to define tool integration and its various types was done by Wasserman [23]. In 

simple words, tool integration is defined, as set of steps or various tasks deemed necessary to 

link various tools to form a whole. These tools are linked or glued together to produce an 

effective integrated development environment (IDE) that supports the development of software. 

The authors Nejmah and Thomas [24] extended the work of Wasserman and describe tool 

integration as a process to combine similarities between tools rather than merging 

functionalities.  

2.4 Tool-chain data integration    
In traditional tool-chain, individual tools maintain an incomplete picture of the development 

process. It is possible to visualize interesting data, which belongs to individual tool, but to search 

for information that requires data from various data sources spread across the tool chain is not 

possible. Data integration is needed between the tools in the tool-chain in order to have a 

unified, consistent view of the whole development process.   

2.4.1 Data integration  
Data integration is not a new phenomenon that dates back to ever since the digitalization of 

information started. As defined by the authors in [25]: “data integration of multiple information 

systems is defined as when data from multiple selected information systems are combined in 

order to form a unified new whole, giving the user’s (machine or human) the illusion of 

interacting with one single repository”. The primary reasons for data integration can be 

categorized in two folds. First a single, unified data access point and secondly ability to query for 

information which require data from multiple sources [25].  
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2.4.2 Challenges for data integration  
To achieve data integration of various information systems to form a unified whole, giving user’s 

an illusion of interacting with a single information source is a challenging task. These problems 

arise because of heterogeneity of these information systems. Information systems are in general 

designed to perform specific functionalities, rather to support integration. Every information 

system is unique (unique individual data model, schema, etc.) and to integrate the information 

into a unified whole, requires a unified global data model and data semantics (including 

detection of schema and data conflicts among these data sources and resolving these conflicts, 

etc.) [25].  

To achieve information integration is not only dependent on data conflicts (i.e. creating a unified 

global schema and unified semantics), but also several other factors such as (1) architecture of 

information system (Figure 4), (2) The Information System in consideration, specific 

functionalities and data (For example a test management system or architecture management 

system etc. and data could be multimedia data, alphanumeric data; structured or unstructured 

or semi-structured data etc.), (3) The system used for read only or write access are also needed, 

(4) performance requirements (such as query response time, etc.), (5) the available resources 

(time, money, human resource, know-how, etc.) [25]. Other factors which should also be 

considered are due to heterogeneity of systems under consideration, which include difference in 

hardware, Operating system, data management software, middleware and user-interfaces etc. 

[25].  

                 

2.4.3 Approaches to data integration             
In this section, we will present various solutions, which are in practice for data integration. In 

[25] the authors presented an architectural perspective for Information integration, by 

describing a layered architecture (Figure 4) for information systems. This layered architecture 

for information systems helps to categorize integration approaches into various layers (such as 

common data storage or uniform data access etc.). Below we present a brief overview over these 

approaches [25]: 

 

Figure 4 - General Integration Approaches on Different Architectural Levels [25] 
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Manual Integration. As the name clearly suggests, it is manual integration from the 

perspective of the user. The user manually integrates the relevant information. It is done using 

query languages and interfaces, and requires users to have semantic knowledge.  

Common User Interface. In this level user have the uniform look and feel for interface (ex. 

Web browser), but the information is still manually integrated. One example is when searching 

on the World Wide Web.     

Integration by Applications. In this approach Integration applications are used, that access 

multiple data sources to gather and combine information and return an integrated result to the 

user. These sorts of approaches are suitable for small-scale integrations.       

Integration by middleware. The usage of middleware for integration provides a partial 

integration solution, as a middleware provides a reusable functionality which only tackle specific 

aspects of integration. An example is a SQL-Middleware, which have a single access point for all 

connected data sources but the query results are not integrated. In general, often various 

middleware tools are combined to provide complete integrated systems.   

Uniform Data Access. In this approach, the integration is logical and occurs at the data access 

level. This approach is also referred as virtual data integration because the users get a unified 

view of the entire multiple, integrated data sources. The data from all these various information 

systems is not physically located in the same repository, but is logically connected. The 

difficulties in such an approach are about defining a global schema, unified data model and 

unified semantics. In addition the logical integration happens during runtime, so also 

performance factors need to be taken account. Often this approach has slower query processing 

time.     

Common Data Storage. In this approach, data integration happens by integrating the data 

physically to a new storage from multiple sources. The queries are performed on this new 

storage, which contains the integrated data. This approach as faster query processing time, as 

the data is accessed from a single source. But this approach has its drawback when it comes to 

loading the integrated information into single new storage, which is a time consuming process 

demanding on local data size, data semantics and data schema. Also such an approach requires 

scheduled updates to keep the unified storage updated.          

Based on the presented architectural approaches various types information integration tools 

have been realized [6] [25] [26]. In practice, important data integration tools include:       

Data warehousing is an integration approach where data from multiple sources is consolidated 

into a single database. This database is referred as data warehouse, and it is common data 

storage. In order for data aggregation, data from multiple sources are extracted, transformed, 

and loaded (for ex. Using ETL tools [26]) into a data warehouse. Of-course, there are conflicts 

for data schema and data models between these individual information systems and the 

information could be inconsistent. These issues are resolved by using the unified schema for data 

warehouse. So data from individual sources are reshaped into data warehouse schema. 

Warehouse database is also cleansed, in order to keep the information consistent, reconcile the 

differences in data and remove duplicates.  

Master Data Management (MDM) is a customized adaption of ETL tools. In master data 

management, a data warehouse is created to hold master copy of critical enterprise reference 

data [26].  
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Virtual data integration. While data warehouse and master data management on the 

architectural level (Figure 4) belongs to common data storage approach. Virtual data integration 

realizes a uniform data access solution such as Federated database systems (FDBMS) [25] [26]. 

Information from multiple heterogeneous information systems is logically integrated using 

mediated schema against which users can pose queries.    

Message-Oriented-Middleware. Message oriented middleware (also referred as message 

mapping) is an integration by application approach (Figure 4). It helps integration between two 

independently developed applications by moving messages between them. Based on the method 

used (such as message broker or web-services, etc.) to exchange those messages, various 

enterprise integration solutions (such as EAI or ESB etc.) are realized [26]. Message mapping is 

used to implement Workflow Management systems (WFMS) [25]. These WFMS allows defining 

and controlling the order in which each single step is executed (as part of multistep service) by a 

different application or user.  

Integrating by Web Service. In the case where various integrated applications use the same 

protocols (i.e. Web services), the message broker is not used in this case. An XML-based 

messages are exchanged for integration purposes among applications. Based on the intended 

functionality, this approach represent either uniform data access or provide a common data 

access interface for later manual or application-based integration [25].  

Peer-to-peer (P2P) integration. P2P integration provides a decentralized, dynamic data-centric 

integration between distributed, autonomous peers. Data is mutually shared and integrated 

between the peers. In small-scale integration use case (involving 2-3 information systems), 

mediator-based data integration approaches (i.e. Centralized, virtual data integration) is not the 

most optimal or best approach to integrate information systems because of added complexity 

when implementing the integration (such as global schema, data inconsistencies etc.). In these 

cases P2P data integration is more faster and simplest approach to implement in order to 

achieve integration. Based on the intended functionality, the P2P approach represent either 

uniform data access or provide a common data access interface for later manual or application-

based integration [25].   

Extensible Markup Language (XML). XML is used extensively in practice for machine-to-

machine communication. In the past decade, XML technology has been a driving factor for data 

integration because of its common syntactic format for sharing data [6] [25]. XML is not only 

used as data-exchange technology, but also there have been many research efforts [39] in 

developing integration systems using XML including developing an XML data model and XML 

query languages (such as XML-QL and XQuery) [6]. Though XML is a good technology for 

sharing information, but when it comes to using a whole XML-based integration solution there 

are number of challenges (for example semantic integration issues) [6].  

2.4.4 Semantic integration  
Semantic Integration is all about solving data integration challenges arising because of semantic 

heterogeneity among various disparate data sources. The field of semantic integration was one of 

the most researched topics in the last decade in the domain of integration. As the author in [25] 

states “in the field of data integration, semantics is regarded as people´s interpretation of data 

and schema items according to their understanding of the world in a certain context”.  In 

general, all integration approaches (mediator-based, web-services, etc.) face the challenges 

arising because of semantic heterogeneity and interoperability among various data-sources. 

These approaches are mostly based on a relational or structural data model and provide one 
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single global schema. Having a single global data schema realizes a tightly coupled solution 

between these data sources, which is not scalable and creates semantic differences. In any 

integration approaches reconciling the semantic differences between disparate data sources is 

necessary. Typically, these differences (such as confounding conflicts, scaling conflicts and 

naming conflicts [27] [28]) are reconciled by semantic mappings. Ontologies are used for 

semantic mapping. Various Ontology-based semantic integration approaches (such as discussed 

in [27]) are realized to achieve intelligent information integration. In the context of integration, 

ontology is defined [25]: “An explicit, formal, description of concepts and their relationships 

that exists in a certain universe of discourse, together with a shared vocabulary to refer to 

these concepts”. The concept of having shared vocabulary in ontology-based solution is the key to 

solve semantic heterogeneity and achieving interoperability among multiple disparate sources. 

This concept is also one of the underlying foundation for “semantic web” in order to create a 

global “web of data”. Despite considerable research efforts, most of existing ontology-based 

solution are still ad-hoc solutions and use arbitrary mappings when connecting two ontologies or 

lacks sophisticated methodologies for development and use of ontologies, which require more 

work to resolve these challenges [27].    

2.5 Linked Data Approach for Information Integration  
We discussed various different data Integration approaches in previous sections. Though each of 

the integration approach partially solve the data integration problem and one can point to some 

successes, but none of these approaches are wholly satisfactory to solve the challenge of data 

integration. The key lacking are that these approaches are tightly coupled, which often lacks 

semantics resulting in solutions that are not scalable and extensible. A detail discussion on 

failing for each of these integration approaches is out of the scope of this report.  

Thinking different, various researchers [7] [8] [9] started to look at an alternative integration 

solution, i.e. World Wide Web (WWW). The web is integration of various distributed 

information systems all having different technology stacks. The fact that it is being used by 

billions of users to search and share information regardless of content type (such as video, 

document, etc.) and used system (such as any browser, application or device) makes it quite an 

interesting case for an enterprise data integration solution.  Our focus is on reusing the approach 

of semantic web [29] (also referred as “web of resources”) to tackle the integration problem 

within the enterprise. The semantic web adheres all the characteristics of an ideal integration 

solution, namely: distributed, scalable, reliable, extensible, simple and equitable [9]. One reason 

for the success of the semantic web is because it works in terms of protocols (i.e. HTTP) and 

resource formats (i.e. RDF), rather than application specific interfaces (such as middleware, Tool 

Bus etc.) [9]. At the heart of semantic web lies Linked Data, which was defined by Tim Berners-

Lee as the following four rules [10]:   

 

1) Use URI as names for things 

2) Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names 

3) When someone looks up for a URL provide useful information, using standards (RDF*, 

SPARQL) 

4) Include links to other URI´s, so that they can discover more things.  

The linked data approach provides an integration architecture, which is minimalist, loosely 

coupled and has a standard data representation format (i.e. RDF) which support an easy 

accessibility to the integrated architecture (for example, when hooking up a new Information 

system to the architecture). With linked data various information systems simply access 
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resources directly from each other using linked data principles and are no longer connected to 

each other via specific application interfaces [9].  

It is important to mention here that in the context of linked data architecture for information 

integration, the traditional technologies or approaches applied to enterprise information 

integration (section 2.4.3) should not be seen as competing approaches which have failed. These 

technologies (such as Data warehouse, virtual data integration, etc.) are considered as tools for 

building the infrastructure based on linked data principles to support enterprise integration and 

search [7]. 

The fundamental two technologies that linked data is based on are Uniform Resource Identifiers 

(URIs) and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Any resource (such as document, video, etc.) 

on the WWW is given a unique URI, also commonly referred as Uniform Resource Locator 

(URL). A resource on WWW is looked up by dereferencing the assigned URI over HTTP protocol 

[30]. In addition to URIs and HTTP, the technology critical for “web of resources” is Resource 

Description Framework (RDF). RDF provides a generic, flexible graph-based data model for 

resource format which enables interoperability and extensibility [30]. It is important to mention 

that the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) data format used to annotate and format Web 

pages (in traditional “web of documents”) is not sufficient for “web of data”. Thus RDF is used to 

structure and link data that describe resources [30].  

 

Resource Description Framework (RDF)    

RDF [31] as already mentioned, is a framework for expressing information about resources. A 

resource can be anything such as a document, video, an artifact, physical object or an abstract 

concept. RDF is machine interpretable, and is used for information publishing and interlinking 

for the “web of Data”, where the information is consumed by applications rather only being 

displayed to humans. Having a common framework like RDF to share information supports 

information exchange between various applications without losing the meaning [31].  

RDF Data Model. RDF provides a simple data format, allowing making statements about 

resources. These statements (also referred as RDF triples) express a relationship between two 

resources and always has three elements, namely subject, predicate and object (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5 - RDF Triple 

The “subject” and “object” are the two resources, and “predicate” define the property or 

relationship between them. The three types of data types that can occur in triples is International 

Resource Identifiers (IRIs), Literals, and Blank Nodes [31]. RDF data can be serialized using 

many different formats such as RDF/XML, JSON-LD, etc. In practice, the most commonly used 

serialization technique is RDF/XML, which is also a primary technique to manipulate data in 

Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) standard [17].   

RDF Vocabularies. One of the key strengths of the RDF data model is the usage of vocabularies 

or other conventions to provide semantics about the publish resources [31]. Though RDF do not 

put a constraint on using only well-known RDF vocabularies (such as FOAF, SIOC, SKOS, 

DOAP, vCard, Dublin Core, OAI-ORE or GoodRelations etc.) to publish or process linked data, 
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but it’s considered a good practice to reuse existing RDF vocabularies. Often in practice these 

well-known vocabularies are quite-generic and do not provide specific required terms to 

encompass concepts, which leads to defining new RDF vocabularies or extension of existing RDF 

vocabularies to meet the needs of data publisher. Thus we have a mixture of common 

vocabularies and domain specific terms connected by mappings for integration of data to create 

a “web of data”[30].           

Metadata. A distinct factor of Linked data is that it is published, including several types of 

metadata (such as relationships with other resources, owner of resource, data of creation etc.) 

about the resource [31]. This allows the clients to access the quality of the resource being 

accessed and authenticity [31].  

Linked data by itself is just a set of principles and when applied for capturing relationships 

between engineering data (i.e. Integration tools at data-level) we need more specifications. First 

attempt to apply linked data principles to capture relationships between engineering data was 

conducted by IBM Rational Team in [9]. IBM released their linked data approach under the 

name “Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC)” [17]. Founded in 2008, the initiative 

Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) is an open community, creating specifications 

for integration of tools in the domain of Application or Product Lifecycle Management [17].  
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3. Open Service for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) 
OSLC is based on Tim Berners-Lee’s four Linked Data Principles [10]. The OSLC community is 

organized in various workgroups, which provides a set of specifications to address different 

integration scenarios for individual topics such as change management, test management, 

requirements management and configuration management. An individual workgroup, working 

on a single topic (such as change management or test management, etc.) is referred as “domain” 

in OSLC. The workgroup explores an individual topic for various integration scenarios and 

specifies a common vocabulary for the lifecycle artifacts needed to support the scenarios [17]. An 

artifact could be a requirement, defect, test case, source file, or development plan, etc. In OSLC 

standard these artifacts are HTTP resources, represented using RDF/XML format and are 

manipulated using standard HTTP methods (GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE) [17]. OSLC Core 

specification [32] specifies the standard rules and patterns for OSLC-conform services that all 

other domain workgroups (Such as Change Management, Quality Management etc.) must adopt 

in their specifications. In this way, different domain specifications are coherent with the Core 

specification which facilitate integration across these domains.  

3.1 OSLC Container & Service Provider  
All the created artifacts or resources belong to a specific container. The HTTP application 

containers provide a way for organizing all the artifacts into smaller groups [9]. An OSLC Service 

is accessed via OSLC Service Provider. The Service Provider can be thought of as an artifact 

container. Resources are organized in OSLC Service Provider. One Service Provider can provide 

multiple OSLC services. A service provides a web client with the capability to create, delete, 

retrieve and update resources. OSLC Service Provider itself is a resource of Service Provider 

Catalog. The Service Provider Catalog is the entry point of the OSLC service. A single Service 

Provider Catalog can have from one to many Service Providers. In practice, an OSLC provider is 

commonly referred as OSLC Adaptor. Figure 6 shows the structure of an OSLC provider. An 

OSLC adaptor takes input of data from any source, and publishes it on the web (i.e. Resources 

accessible through web client).           

3.2 OSLC Resources Shape 
As OSLC resource can be anything (such as any video, presentation, etc.) but usually in the 

domain of ALM tools or PLM tools, an OSLC resource is either a change request, a test case, a 

requirement or any similar ALM or PLM concept. An OSLC resource shape is defined by relevant 

OSLC specifications [17]. Each OSLC resource have properties and can be linked to other 

resources (managed by other OSLC services) in the same OSLC adaptor. An OSLC resource 

property is defined by RDF property. For interoperability between tools, these RDF resource 

properties are kept in line with relevant specifications. If an artifact property is not covered by 

specific specification, it is possible to create a new resource, and define its properties and this is 

totally compatible with the standard. OSLC open standard basically provides a minimalist 

specification on which lifecycle tools can agree for tool integration [17].  

3.3 Linking OSLC Resources across tools 
An important operation on OSLC resources is linking these resources, which belongs to different 

tools. A simple example is linking a software requirement (A resource of requirement 

management ALM tool) to a test case (A resource of test management ALM tool). OSLC 

capability of linking Resources provides information consistency (such a no-duplication and up-

to-date). Linking between these resources is achieved by embedding an HTTP URL of one 
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resource (for example a test case) in the representation of another (for example a software 

requirement) [17].  

 

 

Figure 6 - A visual representation of the OSLC provider structure [32] 

3.4 Tracked Resource Set (TRS) Protocol 
In practice, these OSLC resources will change over time, for example addition of new artifacts or 

changes in existing artifact’s relationships or properties. TRS Protocol allows a server to track 

these changes and provide the client with the exact set of these changes. OSLC core workgroup 

provides a specification called Tracked Resource Set Specification [33] in order to implement 

TRS Server.  

TRS server   

TRS server (also referred as TRS provider) provides the Tracked Resource Set. TRS server keep 

the state of Resource Set in terms of a Base Resource and Change Log. The Base in a Tracked 

Resource Set is a W3C LDP container consist of members at the time Base was computed. Each 

member of Base Resource is a reference to an OSLC resource [33].                                                                                                                                   

In terms of Tracked Resource Set specification a Change Event is one of these three events: 

creation, update and delete. A Change Log provides a set of changes by capturing each change 

triggered by a Change Event and adding a reference of the resource to the Change Log [33].  

Tracked Resource Set is composed of both Base Resource and Change Log. An HTTP Get request 

on a Tracked Resource Set URI returns a representation as follows, consisting of references to 

Base and Change Log using trs:base and trs:ChangeLog annotations respectively.  
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Figure 7 - Structure of Tracked Resource Set [33] 

3.5 SDK Support for OSLC   
Main project to support OSLC is Eclipse Lyo [34]. Eclipse Lyo is an SDK intended to help eclipse 

community to adopt OSLC and build OSLC complaint tools and services. Other Eclipse projects 

which could also in the future may provide SDK support for OSLC include Eclipse Mylyn [35] 

and Eclipse Orion [36].  

Eclipse Lyo provides a Java tool kit, namely OSLC4J [37] which is used to support the 

development of various elements (such as OSLC Provider Adaptors, TRS Provider adaptors, 

OSLC consumers etc.) in an OSLC-based integration eco-system.    

   

3.6 Rational Engineering Lifecycle Manager (RELM) 
Rational Engineering Lifecycle Manager (RELM) is an IBM solution for system and software 

engineering, to help engineering teams with [38]: 

 Cross domain navigation/exploration capability in order to visualize engineering data 

and relationships across many sources of data.   

 Organization of information in context, i.e. grouping of data into product and system 

structures giving the data essential context.       

 The capability to query for complicated questions, reporting and impact analysis using 

that contextual information.  

RELM leverage open standards and linked data architecture to enable integration of data among 

different disciplines such as software, electrical/electronics, mechanical, etc. It includes an 

application which run on top of the Jazz Team Server and provide a web browser based user 

interface to access data. RELM has potential to index third party tools and homegrown 

repositories. For indexing data, RELM require development of lightweight connectors (i.e. TRS 

Provider) for each repository. RELM give a unified view of data aggregated from different tools. 

It is a powerful tool, which provide the engineering team with the capability to query for 

complicated questions. RELM works in the same way as semantic web, so it uses a lot of the 

same technologies (such as RDF, SPARQL, REST, etc.) as in Semantic Web to access the intra 

web of resources. The indexing engine pulls all the linked artifacts from each REST server (TRS 
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provider) and makes it available for querying. The Lifecycle Query Engine provides the querying 

service.   

 

Figure 8 - Rational Engineering Lifecycle Manager [39] 

3.6.1 Lifecycle Query Engine (LQE) 
LQE is an indexing engine, which is part of RELM and maintains a read-only copy of linked data 

from various tools. LQE always maintain an updated copy of indexed data as it constantly 

monitors the underlying engineering tools for changes. So the data in RELM are all real-time. 

The result of the queries is viewed in a web browser. Basically, LQE is a TRS client application. 

The changes in data are tracked in a resource set using TRS protocol by each individual tool and 

LQE i.e. a TRS client poll for these changes at regular intervals. LQE update the index in case of 

changes and make it available for querying. The Queries are written in standard RDF query 

language, i.e. SPARQL (acronym for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language). LQE also 

provide a gateway interface to the SPARQL endpoint for querying data. In our research, we 

found that, LQE is the only currently existing TRS client for indexing resources provided by TRS 

servers. We also found that IBM has filed an application for patent for the specifications of a TRS 

client [40] and there are no open implementation for TRS client available till today.             

3.6.2 Federated Data Approach  
LQE employs a Federated Data Approach as Shown in Figure 9. In this approach the data from 

individual tools is pulled as RDF dumps into local separate repositories, one for each data 

source. The federation layer splits the SPARQL query into sub-queries against the single 

repositories (using native interfaces) and merge the results. Such an approach makes querying 

faster and efficient, avoiding the cost and challenge of loading all the artifacts and relationships 

into a single repository [38].  
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Figure 9 - Federated over multiple single repositories [41] 

3.7 Conclusion  
In OSLC standard connection between the tools is created using OSLC links. There is no need for 

importing, synchronization or transferring data from one tool to another. The data among tools 

is linked directly with no need for shadowing or duplication of data. There are OSLC 

vocabularies for each domain such as Requirement Management, Quality Management etc. 

RELM is an extension to the IBM rational solutions, to provide engineering teams with the 

integration services such as cross-domain views, impact analysis, search and queries. With 

RELM data is indexed and LQE gathers the data from different sources (TRS Providers) and 

stores it in a master index, this makes querying faster and efficient. SPARQL is the language 

used to query RELM for cross tools, cross-domain queries. 
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4. Related Work   
Two alternative data integration approaches based on linked data principles are considered as 

related work for this thesis project.  

4.1 SDshare Protocol  
SDshare protocol is based on Linked Data principles and is used for publishing and consuming 

resource descriptions. As stated in the SDshare specification [42], it is defined as “A protocol for 

the syndication of Resource Descriptions”. The SDshare protocol describes how an RDF system 

can maintain a synchronized local copy of master data contained in another RDF system. The 

SDshare server defines how a REST service is used for publishing data collections, where a data 

collection is a data set defined by the server. The protocol also defines how SDshare client should 

process these data collections and in a typical scenario SDshare client periodically polls for each 

data source for new data. The data is transported using simple Atom-based feeds. The data 

collection itself may be an RDF graph internally or any format of collection that the SDshare 

server wants to publish. Figure 10 shows the hierarchical structure of Atom feeds published by 

SDshare server. At the Top level of hierarchy is an overview feed, which enlist all the collections, 

which needs to be published. Each collection feed link to the corresponding snapshots feed, 

which defines the state of the collection as existed at some point of time. Each snapshot links to 

the corresponding fragments feed. Each member or entry in fragment feed is a reference to the 

resource which has been updated [42].             

 

Figure 10 - SDshare server structure [43] 

SESAM is a system made for integrating, querying, reusing enterprise data [43]. SESAM 

promotes an architectural style in which linked data from various data sources in the enterprise 

is collected in a central Triple store (i.e. Data Hub). SESAM system is based on SDshare protocol, 

and uses Virtuoso Triple store as a central repository. The SESAM SDshare client polls for data 

changes from different connected tools (such as ERP, CRM, etc.) and update the RDF triple store 

as shown in Figure 11. SESAM provides a web-based user interface to query for information 

either using text search for simple scenarios or SPARQL queries for deep searching.              
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Figure 11 - System Architecture for SESAM [43] 

SESAM was developed specifically to aggregate and organize internal document archive for 

Norwegian Energy Company Hafslund [43]. The approach has yet to be adopted elsewhere. 

Furthermore, SDshare Protocol is not yet widely adopted standard and still many challenges and 

issues are yet to be solved. The community around the SDshare standard is small with only few 

companies, which have adopted the standard partially in their products for example 

BrightstarDB etc.  

4.2 Enterprise Data Web 
Authors in [44] have provided a set of guidelines towards creating “Enterprise Data Web” using 

Linked Data technologies. The research identifies six challenges, namely Enterprise 

Taxonomies, XML Schema Governance, Wikis, Web Portal and Intranet Search, Database 

Integration and Enterprise Single Sign-On faced by Daimler in the domain of information 

integration. In general, these challenges are faced by any other large enterprise. The authors [44] 

also presented an ad-hoc approach using various linked data technologies to tackle these 

challenges. A short overview of these solutions and their benefits are presented in figure 12.   

 

Figure 12 - Overview of Linked Data approach benefits for tackling Data Integration Challenges [44] 
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5. Case Study: Integration Scenario       
This thesis project was performed under RESA – System Architecture group, where RESA stands 

for “Vehicle Electrical Architecture and Chassis System Software” group. RESA group is overall 

responsible for electrical system architecture, distribution of functions and safety. Scania uses V 

model for development and testing of embedded system and employs various in-house built 

tools to support the development process (Figure 13). This leads to data being scattered across 

numerous applications. In practice, currently in most cases, either the data integration is not 

present between various tools or ad-hoc data integration is done using peer-to-peer data 

integration techniques which leads to data being duplicated across numerous applications. 

System developers are often not able to search for information they are looking for, or find 

conflicting information. With this awareness in mind, Scania’s is a suitable candidate for this 

research project.     

 

Figure 13 - Scania's V Model - Electronics System Development and Testing 

A well-defined integration scenario is critical for successful data integration. In our context, an 

integration scenario covers two aspects: First, the scope of what we are trying to accomplish with 

the integration and second, which tools are involved in accomplishing the scope.  

In this thesis project, we performed a case study to identify the Scania specific data integration 

need in the context of lifecycle data management. A descriptive case study [45] is performed to 

identify the integration scenario. The findings of the case study will allow us to design our 

prototype tool-chain data integration architecture. The case study is bounded by various factors 

such as available internal documentation, time available for the study and tools accessible. 

Reviewing the vast internal documents as a starting point, while doing observations and 

discussions, performed the case study. The focus point of the research was to look for a situation 

where integration was desired and performed by traditional data integration techniques such as 

manual integration, common user interface or integration by application etc. The purpose is to 

find a simple, yet effective enough integration scenario for our prototype.   
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5.1 Contextual Vocabulary        
In this section we will describe Scania vocabularies relevant for this thesis project.  

Electrical Control Unit (ECU) System 

In the context of Scania, an ECU – system is a set of components such as sensors, actuators, 

cabling, etc. A component is identified by its family name and component code.    

Vehicle Function  

Scania’s Vehicle system is a combination of hundreds of individual functions. Each function is 
referred as a User Function (UF). In the internal documents UF is described based on User 
Function Requirement (UFR) for example, one requirement is “Fuel Level Display”. A UF is an 
electrical-related service as perceived by a user. The implementation of UF is realized by one or 
several ECU systems.   
User function is sub-divided into sub-functions referred as Use Case (UC). A typical UF consists 
of several Use Cases. Scania’s UC is defined as a functionality of a UF that can be triggered or 
used by the driver or vehicle entity. For example, for UF “Fuel Level Display” may have three UC: 
“Display Fuel Level”, “Activate low fuel level warning” and “Deactivate fuel level warning”.        
Typically at Scania every UF has a function owner (FO), responsible for the development and 

management of UF. FO together with the System Architect (SA), method and test engineer 

define the structure of UC and Scenario (SCN), where an SCN is an implementation of UC. UC 

itself does not correspond to any artifact.   

 

 

Figure 14 - Several Scenarios (SCNs) for various UCs 

Message Sequence Chart (MSC) diagram 

Each UC can have multiple SCN depending on the vehicle configurations used for 

implementation (Figure 14). A MSC diagram is used for documentation of SCN, which is then 

saved in the system. An MSC diagram for a SCN is typically identified using a unique 

identification number and is linked to the UF through SCN and UC. The MSC describes the 

signal flow between the environment, external sensors, the driver, ECU-system and components 

that are necessary for the function to be executed on a timeline. Figure 15 shows an example of 

the typical MSC diagram. Multiple Scenarios (SCNs) of a single UC typically have different 

component and parameter configurations, for example for UC “Display fuel level” may have two 

Scenarios: “indicate fuel level with 1 sensor” or “indicate fuel level with 2 sensors”.   
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Figure 15 - MSC diagram, which defines one SCN of a UC "Display fuel level" 

5.2 Sesamm Tool  
Sesamm Tool is a software tool developed by RESA. It is a desktop application used widely 

across different groups at Scania by system architect and developers to model functionality, so 

called UF. Sesamm Tool is really a graphical interface (Figure 16) to a relational database, which 

is referred in internal documents as Sesamm database. The graphical tool is used for writing and 

reading data from relational database. There is no search function in Sesamm Tool graphical 

interface.   
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Figure 16 - The Tree Structure of Sesamm Tool 

Sesamm Database 

Sesamm database is a relational database stored in Microsoft SQL server and use Microsoft SQL 

server management studio for various operations. The database is a highly normalized database 

with anchors, attributes, tie and knots. In the context of this thesis, Sesamm database is the data 

provider for a list of all UF, UC, SCN and associated Components. The Figure 17 shows the part 

of the data model of Sesamm database, showing the UF, UC and SCN the hierarchical 

description of a function.   

 

 

Figure 17 - Part of the data model of Sesamm database, showing hierarchical description of UF 
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5.3 MSC drawer  
It is a desktop application developed by RESA, which a function owner or system architect use to 

create and edit the MSC, as shown in the figure 18. The workflow for drawing a new MSC is very 

much driven by change request. When a change request in UF arrives, FO organizes a meeting 

with other stakeholders and decides on the component and signals needed to draw the scenario 

to encompass the change request.      

 

Figure 18 - MSC Drawer 

The MSC Drawer tool has no database of its own. It is just a tool, which is used quite extensively 

by the FO, SA and test engineer for drawing MSC diagrams. Newly created MSCs and all other 

existing MSC diagrams are saved in the MSC directory in .mpr format as shown in figure 19. 

Each .mpr file is saved using MSC identification number.    
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Figure 19 - Directory for all MSCs - named internally as "MPRlibrary" 

It is important to mention here, currently MSC drawer has a limited connection to Sesamm 

database. This limited connectivity to the Sesamm database is to facilitate FO for drawing a new 

MSC. When a FO starts a new MSC, some of the components and signals are shown in the popup 

as recommendations. These are registered components and signals in the MSC drawer retrieved 

from Sesamm database. In practice, this feature does not encompass all the components and 

signals. The FO adds many signals and components, which are not registered with MSC drawer, 

as free text in the MSC diagram. For meta-data information for unregistered components and 

signal, FO gathers the information manually from Sesamm Tool or Sesamm database (with 

writing SQL queries).           

 

Figure 20 - Relationship between Sesamm database, Sesamm Tool and MSC Drawer 

There is no search function to find/search for MSCs (neither in MSC drawer or Sesamm Tool or 

Sesamm Database). Only we can do a free text search in the MSC directory (i.e. MPRlibrary). 

Once the new MSC is created or existing MSC is edited based on the change request, the MSC is 

submitted for review and test cases are designed. When the MSC is approved, it is named using 

standard conventions followed at Scania and saved in the directory MPRlibrary. Sesamm 

database is updated with a copy of this MSC along with all the meta-information such as 

description, MSC identification number, etc. where the MSC is linked to the parent UF through 

SCN and UC.  
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5.4 Data integration between Sesamm Tool & MSC drawer  
Sesamm Tool and MSC drawer both are used quite extensively for modelling the vehicle 
functions and drawing MSC diagrams respectively. Both tools require information from each 
other for example when drawing an MSC diagram for a particular SCN, FO needs to search for 
specific components and signal configurations, this information reside in Sesamm Tool. As 
already mentioned, a new or edited MSC needs to be updated in Sesamm Tool to be linked to the 
relevant UF. Clearly the data is being duplicated in this case, as an MSC diagram for each SCN 
has a copy in MPRlibrary (in case for MSC drawer) and another in the Sesamm database (in case 
of Sesamm Tool). This replication of information leads to information inconsistency. For 
example an MSC in Sesamm Tool can be an outdated version, which has yet not be updated or a 
specific MSC can have different versions of component and signal configurations.  
Another challenge is to search for specific information. We have already discussed, that there is 

no search functionality for finding or searching for MSCs. In the case of Sesamm Tool FO, SA or 

ST needs to write SQL queries to search for information, which is not represented in a graphical 

interface. Often these queries are needed to search for specific meta-data (such as meta-data for 

a component or UF) or complex scenarios for example finding all relevant components for a 

specific UF. Furthermore, often the FO, SA or ST are not able to find the information they are 

searching, for example, finding all the relevant UF where a specific component is used. Sesamm 

database is a highly normalized database and writing SQL queries require good knowledge of the 

data model of Sesamm database and skills in writing SQL queries, which makes information 

searching extremely hard and tiresome activity or require specialist skills.   Data integration is 

essential among these two tools. The manual Integration technique is used currently at Scania to 

integrate data from Sesamm Tool and MSC drawer. As the FO, SA or system tester (ST) logically 

combines information from both tools to inference results. Such an integration technique is 

tiresome, inefficient and requires users (such as FO, SA or ST) of the whole system to have 

semantic knowledge. In the context of the above discussion, clearly for our integration scenario 

the data integration among Sesamm tool and MSC drawer is suitable. This answer one part of 

our data integration scenario that is, the tools involved in the integration. 

        

5.5 Tool-chain Architecture  
Our prototype tool-chain comprise of three tools Sesamm database, MSCs and RELM. The 

linked lifecycle data is aggregated from Sesamm database and MSCs into RELM. RELM provide 

a consistent, unified view of data aggregated from both of these tools and make it available for 

querying. Sesamm tool is just a graphical interface to Sesamm database, so resources are 

collected from the Sesamm database in the tool-chain. Similarly, for MSC drawer the resources 

are collected from the MPRlibrary, which is the directory containing all the MSCs. RELM keeps 

an updated copy of linked artifacts from all the tools in the tool-chain, and provide near real-

time capability for complex data intensive queries which require information from various 

sources in the tool-chain. Such a tool-chain data integration architecture (figure 21) provide the 

system users (FO, SA or ST) the ability to search for any artifact and its relationships with other 

artifacts across the tool-chain.      
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Figure 21 - OSLC Tool-chain comprised of Sesamm database, MSCs and RELM 

5.6 Scope of Integration 
Until now, we have only mentioned about the tools involved in our prototype data integration 
architecture for OSLC tool-chain (Figure 21). This does not cover the first aspect of integration 
scenario, which is to identify the scope of what we trying to accomplish with this data 
integration. In this section, we will present the scope of data integration, which our prototype 
will support.  
At Scania, Sesamm database is an extremely large relational database, which connects the 

functional structure (UF, UC and SCN) with the physical structure (electrical and 

communication systems and hardware) used in the vehicle. It is pivotal database, which contains 

all the possible ECU-systems and all the possible signals for all the trucks in the world. Similarly, 

each .mpr file (i.e. MSC diagram) contains information about many components, signals, etc. 

used to realize the SCN, which also constitute a large set of information in each file. Ideally, 

information integration between these two tools should necessarily include every scenario 

realizable. Obviously, we need a simple, bounded integration scenario due to time constraint and 

scope of this thesis project. Sesamm Tool and MSC drawer have different structures and 

resources. In the context of this thesis project, the integration scenario we want to support: We 

want to link a resource “MSC” (message sequence chart) to the resource “Component” (As shown 

in figure 22), using OSLC standard. The resource “MSC” is a resource of MSC Drawer and 

resource “Component” is a resource in Sesamm Tool. In OSLC specifications, integration is 

performed across tools by linking resources. Furthermore, OSLC specifications also support 

resource linking within the same tool. In our scope, we also want to link a resource “UF” (user 

function) to the resource “Component”, where both resources belong to the Sesamm tool (as 

shown in figure 22). 
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Figure 22 - Integration Scenario for the prototype 

In the context of OSLC standard, each tool has its own domain. The linked artifacts from both 

tools are cached in RELM in the tool-chain, where the users (FO, SA or ST) can perform cross 

domain queries using a SPARQL querying language. RELM also provide features for simple text 

search, where users can find engineering artifacts and its relationships with other artifacts. 

Obviously, we can only search for artifacts and its relationships, which have been published by 

the tools and cached in RELM. Our selected integration scenario (Figure 22), allow us to test the 

whole system (prototype data integration architecture) for cross domain queries, which is indeed 

the aim of this thesis project.   
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6. Implementation 
In this section, we will cover the details for the implementation of our prototype tool-chain 
architecture (Figure 21) for lifecycle data integration. In an already existing OSLC tool-chain: 
where tool integration between Sesamm Tool and MSC drawer already have built OSLC support 
(OSLC providers and Consumers), in order to provide data integration requires us to implement 
additional TRS support (TRS providers) for both the tools and integration of these TRS providers 
with RELM. But currently at Scania, OSLC support for Sesamm Tool and MSC drawer do not 
exist. In this case, for our investigation, we have to first build the OSLC providers for both the 
tools, followed by development of TRS providers for both the tools. It is important to mention 
here, that for our prototype tool-chain architecture for data integration we did not implement 
OSLC consumers for Sesamm Tool and MSC drawer as it is not needed for our research in this 
thesis project.  
The implementation process for our prototype is divided into four tasks: 1) Publishing OSLC 

resources, 2) Linking OSLC resources across tools, 3) Tracking OSLC resources, 4) Integrating 

TRS provider with RELM.  Once our prototype tool-chain architecture for lifecycle data 

integration is completed, we will test the prototype with various cross domain queries to validate 

the prototype. 

 

6.1 Publishing OSLC Resources 
We already mentioned, that linked lifecycle data from different sources (such as repository, 

models or tools) are published using OSLC providers (OSLC adaptors). In this section we will 

cover the details of building the OSLC providers for Sesamm Tool and MSC drawer.  

6.1.1 Code Generator for building OSLC providers 
In building a new OSLC tool adaptor, there is a lot of repetitive steps and in order to automate 

these steps Eclipse Lyo Project have support for developing OSLC4J providers using a code 

generator [46]. The overall objective of the code generator is to lower the threshold to develop 

OSLC providers by using model-based development of OSLC adaptors. The process involves, 

first modeling the tool adaptor and later code is generated based on that model. The main 

technologies used are Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) for modeling the OSLC adaptor and 

Acceleo for generating Java Code for the EMF model [46]. The adaptor meta-model used for the 

OSLC4J code generator is shown in figure 23. The meta-model follows OSLC definitions to 

encapsulate data and control functionalities of the tools and expose different tool resources using 

OSLC specifications [17]. As shown in figure 23 the meta-model consists of two branches: left 

side is the model for OSLC core resources as defined in OSLC core specifications and right side is 

a model of the typical OSLC domain specification. The code generator provides a set of pre-

defined OSLC domain specification models (such as Core Specifications, Change Management, 

etc.) and also supports the usage of external domain specifications.  The code which is generated 

from the adaptor model using code generator provides only the basic skeleton for the OSLC 

adaptor and do not put any constraints on the actual implementation of the adaptor services 

such as resource creation, querying etc. which are manually implemented. In this thesis project, 

we have used this code generator to develop the OSLC providers for Sesamm Tool and MSC 

drawer.                       
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Figure 23 - Meta Model for OSLC4J code generator [46] 

6.1.2 OSLC Provider for Sesamm Tool  
The first step to implement the OSLC provider for Sesamm Tool is to model the desired 

functionality of the Sesamm OSLC adaptor. The adaptor model for Sesamm Tool is shown in 

figure 24. We used OSLC core domain specification to model our adaptor. The adaptor connects 

to the Sesamm relational database to access the tool data and publish this data as OSLC 

resources.   
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Figure 24 - Adaptor Model for Sesamm Tool 

The Service Provider Catalog enlists the Service Providers. The Sesamm adaptor has only one 

Service Provider, which provide two services, i.e. Creation Factory and Query capability. The 

resources, which the adaptor publishes, are “component” and “user function”. Each component 

is identified in the Sesamm database by full name or also from component code. Each UF are 

identified by a unique name for example “UF 801”. UF also contains a list of all the associated 

components for that user function.  

In the Sesamm adaptor model, each resource have properties to define relationships with other 

resources, as per RDF data model. In our case, a component has two properties, which are used 

to represent the full name and component code. Similarly, each UF also has two properties, first 

is used to represent the complete name of the UF and the second is used for all the components 

associated with that particular user function (Figure 24).   

Any web client can access these resources using HTTP GET. The Sesamm OSLC adaptor returns 

the OSLC resources either in HTML or RDF/XML format based on the request. Typically the 

HTML format is human interpretable and RDF/XML is machine-readable. The complete 

resource shape for “component” and “UF” with OSLC annotations in RDF/XML format is shown 

in figure 25 and figure 26 respectively.   
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Figure 25 - Resource shape for "component" with OSLC annotations in RDF/XML format 

 

 

Figure 26 - Resource shape for "UF" with OSLC annotations in RDF/XML format 

An example RDF graph for a component (Figure 27) shows that the object of the RDF statements 

for both the properties is literals. While property rdf#type is from W3C standard to state that a 

resource is an instance of a class. The example RDF graph is consistent with the resource shape 

shown in figure 27.  
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Figure 27 - Example - RDF graph representation for resource "component" 

Similarly, an example RDF graph of a user function represents that the object of property, which 

represents the name of the user function, is a literal. But the value of the property to identify the 

associated components is URIs, which in turns are references to components. This is consistent 

with the resource shape for user function shown in figure 28.   

 

Figure 28 - Example - RDF graph representation for resource "user function" 
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6.1.3 OSLC Provider for MSC Drawer 
MSCs for all UFs are saved in a directory named MPRlibrary at Scania in .mpr file format. The 

process to extract information from MSCs and publish them as OSLC resources is different as 

compared to Sesamm database. We converted these MSCs from .mpr file format to .xml format 

by using a Scania in-house built application. The details of this converter application are not 

relevant for this thesis project. In this thesis project, we wrote an xml parser to extract 

information from each MSCs file, which can then be published as OSLC resources.  

The architectural model of the implemented software is shown in figure 29. Early in the process, 

when extracting information from these MSCs using a parser, we observed that the access was 

too slow and caching was needed. We introduce an instance of the MySQL database, into the 

architectural model as a caching mechanism. The XML parser will extract the information from 

MSCs and save a copy in the MySQL database. The OSLC adaptor will access the data from the 

MySQL database and based on adaptor model publish this data as OSLC resources. The 

advantage of such an architectural model (Figure 29) can be considered two folds: first, creating 

structured information out of unstructured xml files and second fast data access. In order to 

keep the cache updated, we refresh the copy every time the OSLC adaptor is started. Of-course, 

this is an expensive way to update the cache, but since we have a smaller number of files, such a 

solution is still feasible. An ideal caching mechanism should receive only the changes from the 

source to keep the cache updated.                     

 

Figure 29 - Architectural Model for publishing OSLC resources in case of MSCs 

The adaptor model for MSCs is shown in figure 30. We have one Service Provider, which provide 

two services, i.e. Creation factory and Query capability. In this case, the adaptor model has only 

one resource “MSC”. Each MSC is identified by a unique identification number and contains the 

components used in that MSC. In MSCs adaptor model, each MSC have two properties, first is 

used to represent the full name of the MSC and the second is used for all the components used in 

that particular MSC (Figure 30).     
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Figure 30 - Adaptor Model for MSC Drawer 

Any web client can access the MSCs using HTTP GET either in HTML or RDF/XML format. The 

complete resource shape for “MSC” with OSLC annotations in RDF/XML format is shown in 

figure 31.   

 

Figure 31 - Resource shape for "MSC" with OSLC annotations in RDF/XML format 

An example RDF graph of a single “MSC” is shown in figure 32. Clearly, RDF graph for a single 

MSC represents that the object of RDF statement, which represents the name of the MSC, is a 

literal. But the object of the RDF statement to identify the components used by MSC is URIs, 

which in turns are references to components. This example is consistent with the resource shape 

shown in figure 31.     
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Figure 32 - Example RDF graph representation for resource "MSC" 

6.2 Linking OSLC Resources Between Sesamm database and MSCs 
The concept of resource ownership in the linked data architecture for data integration employs 

that the resource is owned by the information system, it belongs and resources from different 

information systems are linked. For our prototype, each resource “component” belongs to 

Sesamm Tool, and “MSC” belong to MSC Drawer. In the resource structure for “MSC” we define 

the property to identify the components used to realize that “MSC”. The property value is a 

reference (i.e. HTTP URI) to the “component” in Sesamm database. Each “MSC” can have from 

one to many components. Such inter-domain (also referred as an inter-tool) linking of resources 

is how tool integration is achieved in the OSLC tool-chain. An example resource linking is shown 

in figure 33. An “MSC” with full name 100, has three components.  

Each component is an HTTP URI reference to resource “component” in the Sesamm database, 

for example an HTTP URI http://sesammComponents/O1 -> is a reference to a “component” 

with full name Tachograph (as shown in figure 33).         

 

http://sesammcomponents/O1
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Figure 33 – inter-domain/inter-tool linking between OSLC resources 

OSLC also support resource linking within the same tool. If the resources are linked within the 

same tool, it is referred as intra-domain resource linking. Such resource linking provide 

information consistency within the tool. In the case of Sesamm database, for resource “UF” we 

define the property to enlist each “component” associated with that “UF” in our adaptor model. 

Both “UF” and “component” are resources which belong to Sesamm database. Instead of 

duplication of information, in our prototype adaptor implementation, we have linked the 

information. In the structure of “UF”, the associated components are HTTP URI references. For 

example a user function with name “UF 108” have three components, with each an HTTP URI 

reference to resource “component” within the same tool (as shown in figure 34).    

 

Figure 34 intra-domain/intra-tool linking between OSLC resources 

6.3 Tracking changes to OSLC Resources 
In order to track changes in resources from Sesamm Tool and MSC drawer we implemented TRS 

Providers for both the tools. TRS is based on OSLC and track resources, which are published by 

an OSLC provider. We have used Tracked Resource Set SDK (also referred as Lyo TRS Toolkit) 

[47], which is provided by Eclipse Lyo project to implement these TRS servers. The process to 

implement a TRS provider for an OSLC adaptor involves, first, developing the service entry 
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point, which is a JAX-RS REST service. Followed by the implementation of service methods for 

returning base resources and change logs. These service methods on an HTTP GET request from 

a TRS client return a set of links i.e. tracked resource set.  

In case of Sesamm Tool, the response from REST endpoint (i.e. TRS Service Provider) in 

RDF/XML format is shown in figure 35. Clearly, at the time TRS server for Sesamm Tool was 

requested to provide the tracked resource set, the response contains a URL to the base resources 

and a single change log (Figure 35). Navigating to the Base URL provide us with all the base 

members, which is a set of links (i.e. URLs) to all the OSLC resources (i.e. Including each 

component and UF) for Sesamm tool.  

 

 

 

Figure 35 - Tracked Resource Set for Sesamm Tool 

Similarly, in case of MSC Drawer, the base members of the Tracked Resource Set are a set of 

URLs for every “MSC”. The RDF/XML response from the TRS provider taken at the particular 

point of time is shown in the figure 36, which consists of a single change log and URL of base 

resources.  
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Figure 36 - Tracked Resource Set for MSC Drawer 

6.4 Integrating TRS providers with LQE 
Next step is to integrate the TRS providers for Sesamm Tool and MSC Drawer with a TRS client. 

In our prototype we have used LQE as a TRS client to retrieve linked lifecycle data from these 

TRS providers. Each TRS provider is added to LQE as its Data Source, in order for LQE to index 

resources. In our prototype, we have two data sources which LQE is indexing i.e. TRS provider 

for Sesamm Tool and MSC Drawer. The time needed to download and index data provided by 

the TRS provider depends on the quantity of resources in each tool. After indexing, LQE polls 

regularly for changes in the tracked resource set. Figure 37 presents our prototype integration 

architecture for lifecycle data integration in OLSC tool-chain.  

 

Figure 37 - OSLC-based Tool-chain architecture for data integration, with caching at tool level and tool-chain level 
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6.5 Prototype Testing   
In order to test our whole prototype tool-chain architecture for data integration, we defined a set 

of queries. The aim for these test queries is to validate the implemented prototype for desired 

functionality, i.e. data integration between Sesamm Tool and MSC Drawer. The primary focus 

was to ask for complicated questions, which require information from both the data sources 

(Sesamm database and MSCs) at the same time. Following is the list of cross-domain test 

queries:  

Query 1: 

“For all the components in one UF, give me all the MSCs where the components exist?” 

Query 2: 

“For all components in one MSC, give me all the UFs where the components exist?” 

Query3:  

“For all components in UFs starting with UF1**, give me all the MSCs where the components 

exist?”  

RELM version 4.0.7 was used in our prototype. In our setup, RELM Installation uses evaluation 

topology, which places all elements on a single Windows Server. Such a topology is used for 

prototypes and proof of concepts due to limited scalability of the single application server. The 

topology uses Apache Derby as the database and Apache Tomcat as application server. 

Furthermore, a single Desktop machine with 4 GB RAM, Intel Corei3-4170 processor, running 

Windows 7 Enterprise Edition 64 Bit was used at Scania for running the experiments. To handle 

the load of the application server (Apache Tomcat), the database servers (Apache Derby, MYSQL 

Server for MSC Drawer etc.) and web servers (Two Jetty web servers one for each tool, providing 

OSLC Services) it is recommended to use a powerful computer with a fast disk drive and a large 

memory.  
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7. Results  
In this section we will present the results from our prototype testing. After LQE finished 

indexing the data sources from TRS providers for Sesamm Tool and MSC Drawer, it is important 

to first verify if the data provided by these TRS providers is what we are expecting and correct. In 

order to verify this, we wrote two SPARQL queries as shown in figure 38 and figure 39.  The first 

query returns all the user functions and their associated components. While the second query 

returns all the MSCs containing the associated used components for each MSC.    

 

Figure 38 - SPARQL query to retrieve all user functions in Sesamm Tool and enlist associated components 

 

 

Figure 39 - SPARQL query to retrieve each MSC in MSC Drawer and enlist components used in the MSC 

Both the queries executed successfully. The data retrieved from individual data sources for these 

queries was correct and as expected, which verify that the TRS providers for Sesamm Tool and 

MSC drawer provide correct and consistent data. Table 1, shows the approximate indexing time 

taken by LQE to index data for each tool. The indexing time includes both the time to download 

the RDF data from the tool (TRS provider) and to index it. In case of MSC Drawer, we had 

approximately a sample of only 100 (xml) files, the time consumed for indexing the data is much 

lower since we have caching mechanism. With just the parser, the indexing time for MSC Drawer 

would be much higher. For Sesamm tool, the resources are much larger as compared to MSC 

Drawer, so it accounts for the greater indexing time than MSC Drawer.    
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Data Source Indexing time  
(hh:mm:ss) 

 
TRS provider for Sesamm Tool  

 
2:30  

 
TRS provider for MSC Drawer 

 
1:10 

Table 1 - Data indexing time for each tool 

Next step was to test the prototype for data integration with cross-domain queries. All the cross-

domain test queries were successful executed with the expected outcome, which validates that 

data integration between Sesamm Tool and MSC Drawer was successful. Below we will present 

the description and results for each cross-domain query:  

Query 1:  

“For all the components in one UF, give me all the MSCs where the components exist?” 

This query, for every component associated to a single UF looks for all MSCs in which the 

component is used. For example, if user function x have four associated components, the query 

for each component (in UF x) find all the MSCs where that component is used.  

 

Figure 40 - Example Query 1, for UF106 

The response for the SPARQL query (Figure 40) is shown in figure 41. In this example, the 

UF106 have four associated components and the query returns for each component, all the MSCs 

in which the component is used. The query result contains 205 elements as shown in figure 41.           
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Figure 41 – Example Query 1 response for UF106 

Query 2:  

“For all components in one MSC, give me all the UFs where the components exist?” 

This query, for every component used in one MSC looks for all the UFs where that component is 

associated. For example, if an MSC y uses three components, the query for each component (in 

MSC y) find all the UFs where that component is associated.  

 

Figure 42 – Example Query 2, for "MSC" with name 107 

The response for the example query (Figure 42) is shown in figure 43. In this example, the 

“MSC” with full name “107” have six components being used in its realization and the query 
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returns for each component (Belonging to MSC with name “107”), all the UFs in which the 

component is associated. The query result contains 575 elements as shown in figure 43.             

 

 

Figure 43 - Example Query 2 response for "MSC" with name 107 

Query 3:  

“For all components in UFs starting with UF1**, give me all the MSCs where the components 

exist?”  

This query is a cross domain, data intensive query. The Query takes in any user function which 

name begins with “UF1” for example UF1, UF12 and so on. And for every component associated 

with the user function, returns all MSCs in which component is used. The query is similar to 

cross domain Query 1, but extended for many UFs starting with name UF1.      
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Figure 44 - Example Query 3, for UF1** 

The response for the SPARQL query (Figure 44) is shown in figure 45. The response consisted of 

total 52 various different user functions, in which the name of the user function started with 

“UF1”. The query result size is large containing 6870 elements as shown in figure 45.    

 

 

Figure 45 - Example Query 3 response for UF1** 

The query processing time for each cross domain query is shown in table 2. Each query was run 

10 times (every time choosing a different “user function” or “MSC”) and an average value was 
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taken. The query processing time for the first time was not considered to exclude the cold start 

effect.     

 

Types of Queries Query Processing Time (in Seconds) 

 
Query 1 

 
< 1 

 
Query 2 

 
< 1 

 
Query 3 

 
< 10 

Table 2 - Query Processing Time for each cross domain query 

 

The successful execution of cross domain test queries and recorded measurements i.e. LQE 

indexing time (Table 1) and query processing time (Table 2) clearly indicate overall excellent test 

results, thus validating the prototype for the desired functionality. 
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8. Discussion  
At Scania, our prototype allows the users (such as FO, SA or ST) to search for specific 

information across the tool-chain by providing a unified view of the whole tool-chain. Thus, 

users can now query for any component, UF or MSC and see its relationship with other artifacts 

in the tool-chain. The prototype provides support for basic text search, where the users can 

search for a single artifact (such as a component, UF or MSC) and get meta-data associated to 

that artifact. But for deep querying the users are required to write SPARQL queries. 

Furthermore, the prototype provides data consistency and traceability across the tool-chain with 

the capability of data intensive computations, which require information from multiple data 

sources in the tool-chain. The development process for the prototype data integration 

architecture for OSLC tool-chain involve developing TRS support (TRS providers) for each tool 

in the tool-chain and integrating these TRS providers with LQE (TRS client). The developed 

prototype provides a minimalist, schema-less and pay-as-you-go data integration, which 

facilitate scalability and easy accessibility (for example, when hooking up new data sources to the 

architecture) to integration architecture. To integrate more tools into the architecture requires 

only defining tool specific resources and its relationships with other tools resources in the tool-

chain. No need to follow any global schema or develop a standard application interface to hook 

up to the integration architecture. The test results (Table 1 and Table 2) show that our tool-chain 

architecture (Figure 37) with caching at an individual tool level and at tool-chain level makes 

information aggregation, synchronization and querying faster and efficient. The architectural 

model of implementing software for MSC Drawer (Figure 29) is a typical scenario needed for 

many engineering tools at Scania, as often these tools contain information in unstructured 

formats (such as .pdf, .doc, .xml or .xls etc.). In case of Sesamm Tool where we already have 

structured information in the form of relational database (i.e. Sesamm database) a caching 

mechanism is not so critical for overall system performance. Overall, our results validate the use 

of linked data approach in Scania for data integration between ALM or PLM tools. 

As already mentioned that currently there exists no open implementation for a TRS client except 

LQE. Tracked Resource Set (TRS) specification for server side is released under open IP policy as 

part of the OSLC Core specifications [11] but for the TRS client (i.e. LQE) IBM US has filed for a 

patent [40] which results in vendor lock. Furthermore, in order to perform deep querying the 

users of the system (FO, SA or ST) have to write SPARQL queries for searching information. This 

requires that the users of the system need to have good knowledge of the SPARQL query 

language, which is also an expensive skill in large enterprise such as Scania where engineers are 

mostly skilled in the SQL querying language. The user of the system can also be a machine (such 

as another tool in the tool-chain), which needs to query for some specific information. Currently 

LQE is a dead end in the tool-chain and provide only human interaction.     

The advantages of using the presented approach based on the linked data outweigh the few of 

cons of the system described above. Obviously, the OSLC is still a growing community and we 

believe that more and more open initiatives and implementations of TRS client, and other 

related products would be forthcoming in the future to support enterprise data integration. 

Furthermore, discussing the issue of patent filing for tracking resource set client specification 

with an IBM contact person, we found that the IBM has plans to release the TRS client 

specification also as part of the open IP policy under OSLC core specifications [32]. IBM is the 

main initiator and a contributor to OSLC [11] currently want to motivate external actors to 

develop OSLC based products to support tool and data integration in the domain of ALM and 

PLM. We believe that companies, using the TRS client specification can develop their own in 

house query engine to index lifestyle data from various TRS providers. Having an in-house build 
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query engine has its own advantages since it gives the flexibility to have custom made lifecycle 

data analyzer (i.e. Graphical interface to lifecycle data cache) and provide interfaces which will 

expose a unified, consistent view of the whole tool-chain data to machines (such as other tools) 

and allow them to perform complicated queries which require information from various data 

sources in the tool-chain. 
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9. Conclusions and Future Work 
Scania has a unique set of in house engineering tools used to develop the electrical/electronic 
systems for its truck in many versions and configurations. Data integration is essential between 
these engineering tools to provide a unified, consistent view of the whole development lifecycle. 
The current state-of-practice integration solutions (data warehousing, peer-to-peer, mediator-
based approaches, etc.) poses a number of challenges such as vendor lock, incomplete to capture 
the domain, processes and methods need to follow the specific solution etc. Often Scania tools, 
which have a database of their own, ends up replicating the information, it needs. In this thesis 
project, we have investigated the use of linked data approach for lifecycle data integration 
between ALM or PLM tools. The linked data approach provides an architectural style for data 
integration between ALM or PLM tools, which is distributed, minimalist and loosely coupled. We 
implemented a prototype tool-chain architecture based on OSLC standard for lifecycle data 
integration. The prototype provides a unified, consistent view of the whole development process 
and ensures data consistency and traceability with the support to perform cross-domain, data 
intensive queries. Our tool-chain architecture recommends the use of caching at an individual 
tool - level and at tool-chain level to make information aggregation, synchronization and 
querying faster and efficient. Furthermore, we recommend a federated approach to SPARQL 
query processing: Federated over multiple single repositories [41], which makes SPARQL query 
processing faster and efficient. Overall, our results validate the use of such a distributed tool-
chain architecture for lifecycle data integration between ALM and PLM tools in Scania. During 
this thesis project, we found several additional areas, which still require investigation, and is 
considered as future work. LQE polls every x seconds to get changes from TRS providers which is 
quite expensive task. In practice, we observed that often tool’s data do not change quite rapidly. 
A suggestion will be to consider the HTTP PUSH capability in TRS protocol, where TRS servers 
can PUSH the changes (when they are available) to a TRS client. Currently the TRS server 
specification does not support PUSH for TRS server. Furthermore, in safety critical systems, 
changes should be updated in central tool-chain cache instantly and a delay of few seconds is 
huge and can result in system failure. In this scenario also an HTTP PUSH support for TRS 
servers is necessary. We propose a further investigation in this area, to evaluate how HTTP 
PUSH support could affect the performance of our tool-chain architecture for lifecycle data 
integration. We already mentioned about ISO 26262 vehicle functional safety standards, which 
trucks have to be compliant by 2018. The standard regulates all the phases of the development 
lifecycle of the vehicle and put special emphasis on functional traceability. One future direction 
will be to investigate specific OSLC domain specifications to enable ISO 26262 - compliant 
traceability or propose an OSLC-domain targeting the ISO 26262 standard.  
The prototype developed for this thesis project only encompass specific integration scenario 

involving only two tools, further investigations are needed to test the prototype tool-chain 

architecture for large-scale deployment. Additionally, development of open implementation for 

TRS clients with a support for generic interfaces, which humans and machines, both can use to 

query for information is also considered as future work.   
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